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Category:  Aging 
Title: Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen MD 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 11/7/20, 12pm 
Format: Lecture 
Description: In Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, MD, Dr. Amen talks about how 
you can improve your memory and even rescue it if you think it's headed for trouble. 
This very simple idea to strengthen a person's memory is based on treating the 11 
major risk factors that destroy brain function. Most of these risk factors are either 
preventable or treatable. Dr Amen has developed the mnemonic "BRIGHT MINDS" to 
help you remember the 11 major risk factors. Knowing one's risk factors and how to 
overcome them is critical to rescuing one's memory. Your brain's history is NOT your 
destiny. You can make your brain better with this powerful program from Dr. Daniel 
Amen. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Longevity Paradox with Steven Gundry, MD 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 11/7/20, 9am 
Format: Lecture 
Description: Have you ever wondered why some people live such long, active lives, 
while so many of us struggle as we get older? Many people have this question, Dr. 
Steven Gundry has the shocking answer! In The Longevity Paradox, Dr. Gundry shares 
informative, life-changing information with us and shows us a step-by-step easy 
approach to help us all feel better and more youthful today, no matter your age. Dr. 
Gundry will teach us what is causing faster aging, how and why some people live long 
active lives well into their 90s. Dr. Gundry will also debunk five of the biggest myths 
about aging. The Longevity Paradox with Steven Gundry, MD is based on the latest 
science as well as from experiences of everyday people -- people who have suffered 
from autoimmune diseases, obesity, diabetes, digestive problems, inflammation, heart 
attacks, joint pain, brain fog, or premature aging. Feeling sluggish, worn out, and ill are 
all things of the past. Dr. Gundry is here to help save us from all of the ailments of aging 
that lurk around every corner. Dr. Steven Gundry was once a professor and chairman of 
cardiothoracic surgery at Loma Linda University School of Medicine. In the year 2000, 
Dr. Gundry realized he could save many more lives with prevention rather than surgery 
so he started his own practice dedicated to using diet to reverse and prevent chronic 
illness. Since then, Dr. Gundry has shown thousands of his patients how dietary and 



lifestyle changes can dramatically reverse health problems that traditional medicine 
could not help. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 1717 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/26/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Guest: Mark Cortazzo, Senior Partner, Macro Consulting Group. On 
this week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack, top rated financial planner Mark Cortazzo 
discusses retirement portfolio positioning in a pandemic. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Aging Backwards 3 with Miranda Esmond White 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 11/14/20, 11am 
Format: Lecture 
Description: Did you know that you actually have a choice in how you age, and 
whether you remain mobile, healthy and pain-free throughout your life? In the pledge 
special AGING BACKWARDS 3, former ballerina Miranda Esmonde-White uses 
groundbreaking science to develop a practical six-point plan anyone can use to keep 
their minds sharp and their bodies active using gentle daily movement. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Food Over 50 #108 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/8/20, 4am 
Format: How-to 
Description: The mission of the cooking series FOOD OVER 50 is to inform, instruct 
and entertain America's late Gen-X, Boomer and senior audiences with artistic and 
appetizing preparations of wide-ranging international recipes that are nutritionally 
enticing. Hosted by David Jackson, FOOD OVER 50 is primarily taped in the scenic 
Mojave Desert, with cooking segments taking place in the kitchen, and select seafood 
recipes shot at Jackson's quaint seaside cottage in The Outer Hebrides in Scotland. 
The series also provides viewers with their own personal nutritionist. During each 
episode, registered dietician Elizabeth Kelsey joins David to critique recipes from a 
health perspective and emphasize the importance of cooking fresh food. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Sit and Be Fit #1310 
Length: 30 minutes 



Airdate: 10/7/20, 6am 
Format: How-to 
Description: SIT AND BE FIT is a popular exercise series designed to make 
exercise fun, easy and safe for people of all ages. Programs focus on therapeutic 
exercises that make everyday activities easier to perform, including core strengthening, 
balance work, stretching and relaxation. Host, Mary Ann Wilson, RN designs programs 
with physical therapists, using creative choreography and a diverse selection of music. 
Her warmth and encouragement effectively reaches out to people of all fitness levels 
and ages. She is especially loved by older adult viewers. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Generation Nation: A PBS American Portrait Story 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/28/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Explore how people in different age groups see themselves and their 
place in the America. Through self-shot video, they share common experiences that 
bind age groups together and generational differences that put them at odds with one 
another. 

 
Category:  Aging 
Title: Food Over 50 #113 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 12/3/20, 4am 
Format: How-to 
Description: Every recipe in each of the series' episode helps fight inflammation. 
The saturated fats, sodium and sugar shows teach food behavior to combat heart 
disease, hypertension and diabetes. However, the episodes about healthier fats, fiber, 
spices, protein and the vegetable rainbow teach that health-positive meals are also 
taste positive. But they all help prevent inflammation, no matter what their additional 
attributes may be. From the kitchen, David has a few culinary surprises up his sleeve, 
including a seafood mixed grill that offers a taste-tempting, heart healthy alternative to 
an old English chophouse favorite. After all, which do you prefer, sizzling salmon, 
scallops and prawns dressed with lemon, olive oil and anti-inflammatory Omega-3's, or 
fatty steak, sausage, kidneys and bacon with a side of clogged arteries and swollen 
joints? David also visits Dr. Kari Hortos, Sr. Assoc. Dean at MSUCOM, to learn more 
about inflammation from a medical perspective and share this good information with 
viewers. Then he joins Elizabeth Kelsey, R.D. for another "Second Helpings" segment 
to examine the subject of inflammation from the perspective of nutrition. In another 
energizing "Earn What You Eat" segment, highly active, relatively low impact 
competitive sports, like tennis, are excellent for maintaining aerobic fitness and foot-
hand-eye coordination well into our 50's, 60's, 70's and beyond. 

 



Category:  Aging 
Title: POV Shorts #304 Legacy 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 12/3/20, 8pm; 12/5/20, 10pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Legacy: Three stories looking at time encapsulated. The Love Bugs: 
Over 60 years, Lois and Charlie O'Brien, renowned entomologists, traveled to more 
than 67 countries, amassing the world's largest private collection of insects. Now is the 
Time: When internationally renowned Haida carver Robert Davidson was only 22 years 
old, he carved the first new totem pole on British Columbia's Haida Gwaii in almost a 
century. On the 50th anniversary of the pole's raising, Haida filmmaker Christopher 
Auchter steps easily through history to revisit that day in August 1969, when the entire 
village of Old Massett gathered to celebrate the event that would signal the rebirth of the 
Haida spirit. Life in Miniature: Kath Holden is an artist of the everyday. Inspired by the 
world around her, Kath's creations are whimsical yet keenly observed, and a far cry 
from the genteel museum pieces that her contemporaries are producing. A proud 
Yorkshire woman, Kath reflects on her life and art as she carves a place for herself in 
the precious world of miniatures. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: BackBurner Dreams 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 12/9/20, 10:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: BackBurner Dreams is a new film that introduces us to three women of 
color who had to delay their dreams to attend to “real life.” 

 

Category:        Community Politics, Government 
 
 
Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Frontline 3904 Policing the Police 2020 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/4/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Race, policing, and the struggle to hold departments accountable. In 
the wake of George Floyd's killing, New Yorker writer Jelani Cobb examines prospects 
for reform, and returns to the case of one troubled department he first visited in 2016. 

 
 
Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: America ReFramed 217 Town Hall 
Length: 90 minutes 



Airdate: 10/6/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Follow Tea Party activists Katy and John from the battleground state of 
Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative 
values. Town Hall is more than a political treatise, painting a portrait of the fears of 
those who believe they will be left behind by a nation's transition. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: America’s Socialist Experiment 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/7/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Between 1910 and 1960, the people of Milwaukee, Wisc. elected the 
country's first socialist U.S. Congressman, as well as three socialist mayors. The 
documentary AMERICA'S SOCIALIST EXPERIMENT recounts both the victories and 
failures of a unique brand of socialism in this historically conservative city. Widely 
respected for ending corruption, improving conditions for working people, and cleaning 
up the environment, the Milwaukee Socialists established the nation's first municipal 
public housing project, the first workers' compensation law, and an award-winning public 
health strategy that doubled life expectancy in the city. They also established an 
extensive public parks system, appointed the country's first director of parks and 
recreation, and left a legacy of government support for its citizens' quality of life. But 
their socialist experiment was not without its failures: some programs were too 
optimistic; others created unintended consequences. Their 40-year rule in Milwaukee -
the longest tenure of socialists in office anywhere in America -ended only when their 
once-radical plans were absorbed and incorporated into the mainstream Democratic 
platform. Today, both Democrats and Republicans lay claim to parts of their legacy. 
What can this 20th-century experiment tell us about how socialism works in practice? 
With renewed debate approaching the 2020 election about what it means to be a 
socialist in America, the successes and failures of Milwaukee's "Sewer Socialists" are 
instructive and enlightening for generations who only know socialism as a philosophy or 
label. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: The Journey with Dr. Wayne Fredericks #203 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/9/20, 7:30pm; 10/12/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: As we're getting closer and closer to Election Day, Dr. Frederick sits 
down with Political Analyst Donna Brazile to give us highlights on the race to the White 
House. 

 
 



Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: The Journey with Dr. Wayne Fredericks #201 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/2/20, 7:30pm; 10/5/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Guest: Barkari Sellers, CNN Political Analyst, Author of Vanishing 
Country. He's known to give the facts on CNN and not afraid to address the issues in 
the Black community. Dr. Frederick sits down with CNN Political Analyst Barkari Sellers 
on his latest book My Vanishing Country. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: The Democracy Rebellion: A Reporter's Notebook with Hedrick Smith 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/11/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Journalist Hedrick Smith travels the country looking for positive stories 
of democratic reform and finds them in six states where grassroots activists are fighting 
to equal the playing field. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: The Journey W/Dr. Wayne Fredericks 204 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/16, 7:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Election Day is around the corner and one of the sons of Howard 
University will be on the ballot.  He is the first African American candidate to run for 
United States Senate in the state of Mississippi and will share his story of how Howard 
University has made an impact in his life and his political journey. Mike Espy Former 
Secretary of State for the United States Agriculture and Democratic Candidate for 
United States Senate. joins Dr. Wayne Frederick for a frank conversation. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Frontline: The Choice 2020 Trump vs Biden 
Length: 2 hours 
Airdate: 10/14/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Investigating the lives and characters of Joe Biden and Donald Trump 
as they compete to be president. Those who know them best reveal key moments that 
made both men and shape how they would lead America through a time of crisis. 

 

 



Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: The Journey with Dr. Wayne Fredericks 205 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/23/20, 7:30pm; 10/26/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: We have learned so much from our political experts about the 
upcoming election. Today, we will hear from a representative from the White House - 
Ja'Ron Smith, the Deputy Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy and a proud 
Howard University alum.  Ja'Ron will share his journey from Howard to the White 
House.   

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Firing Line with Margaret Hoover 419 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/10/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Gov. Larry Hogan, Maryland’s moderate Republican governor, 
discusses why he did not vote for President Trump, the future of Trumpism and the 
GOP, and why Republicans beat expectations in down ballot races. 

 

Category:        Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
 
Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Children of Hope 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/1/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Oklahoma is the number one state in the nation for incarceration of 
men, women, and children. It's number fifty in its spending on education. The costs of 
imprisoning people are impoverishing the futures of all the children of Oklahoma and the 
state itself. But the costs go far beyond the financial. Three out of four children with 
incarcerated parents are headed to prison themselves, in a terrible generational cycle of 
imprisonment. This documentary confronts that problem head on, as told by the children 
and parents swept up in this crisis without end. It also highlights the people and the 
programs out on the front lines trying to save these children from the fate of their 
parents and a life behind bars. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: POV 3308 Love Child 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 10/1/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 



Description: With adultery punishable by death in Iran, a young couple make the 
fateful decision to flee the country with their son. Follow the intimate love story about an 
illicitly formed family on a journey to plead asylum and start a new life someplace safe. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Frontline 3904 Policing the Police 2020 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/4/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Race, policing, and the struggle to hold departments accountable. In 
the wake of George Floyd's killing, New Yorker writer Jelani Cobb examines prospects 
for reform, and returns to the case of one troubled department he first visited in 2016. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Chavis Chronicles 103 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/20/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: In this episode, veteran civil rights activist and Congresswoman 
Eleanor Holmes Norton reflects on the intersection of the Black Lives Matter movement 
and the three great civil rights acts of the 1960's. Despite those changes, 
Congresswoman Norton says the vestiges of racism remains embedded in American 
life. Yet she believes this new, young multicultural generation sees race differently and 
will demand greater change, just as social justice crusaders fought for over 60 years 
ago. Also, The Honorable Chokwe Antar Lumumba is making it his mission to transform 
the city of Jackson, Mississippi into "the most radical city on the planet." Jackson is a 
city with a rich American history, but it's also plagued by persistent poverty, health 
disparities, confederate symbols and generations of racist sentiments. By advocating for 
social and economic change, Mayor Lumumba is determined to transform this 85% 
African American city into a model of economic optimism. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: POV 3311 The Infiltrators 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 10/24/20, 10pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: This documentary is the true story of two young immigrants who get 
purposefully arrested by Border Patrol and put in a shadowy for-profit detention center. 
The film follows Marco and Viri, members of a group of radical Dreamers who are on a 
mission to stop deportations. And the best place to stop deportations, they believe, is in 
detention.  



Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Beyond Borders: Undocumented Mexican-Americans 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/25/20, 9am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: BEYOND BORDERS: Undocumented Mexican-Americans examines 
US policy decisions that triggered the rise of undocumented immigration in a deeply 
moving documentary program that explores the under-reported lives of Mexicans living 
and raising families in the United States. The film carefully explains the history of the 
relationship between the two countries - Mexico and America - some of which may be 
unfamiliar to viewers. In telling the stories of several undocumented Mexican-
Americans, BEYOND BORDERS reveals the reasons why millions of Mexican workers 
have settled in the US over the past four decades instead of returning home. It also 
illuminates the remarkable networks that connect the film's characters with the families 
they left behind, and the very real human impact of the anti-immigration backlash now 
sweeping the country. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein 608 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/21/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: New perspectives on the juvenile justice system aim to rehabilitate 
rather than punish at risk youth who are often suffering from undiagnosed mental health 
issues. Leading expert Dr. Altha J. Stewart, M.D., psychiatrist and director of the Center 
for Health in Justice Involved Youth in the College of Medicine at the University of 
Tennessee Health Science Center and Past President, The American Psychiatric 
Association, discusses the work being done to change the paradigm by involving 
parents, schools and the community to be proactive and positive in their approach to 
disciplinary problems and patterns that might lead to criminal behavior. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Reconstruction: America After the Civil War #102 
Length: 2.5 hours 
Airdate: 11/15/20, 5:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Explore the rise of Jim Crow and the undermining of Reconstruction's 
legal and political legacy and see how African Americans fought back using artistic 
expression to put forward a "New Negro" for a new century. 

 

 



 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein 612 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/18/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Decades of research into the factors that make people resilient after 
trauma has identified common factors that others can use to train themselves to face 
challenges. These include optimism, having a role model, following a moral compass, 
reappraising and putting events in context, and finding a support system. With Dr. 
Dennis S. Charney, M. D., world-renowned expert in neurobiology and the treatment of 
mood and anxiety disorders and Dean of the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, 
whose own research was put to the test when he was the victim of a violent crime. 

 

Category:        Education 
 
 
Category:  Education 
Title: Kindred Spirits: Artists Hilda Wilkinson Brown and Lilian Thomas 

Burwell 
Airdate: 10/10/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Kindred Spirits: Artists Hilda Wilkinson Brown and Lilian Thomas 
Burwell captures the unique relationship and careers of an African American aunt and 
niece who, despite the hardships of the Great Depression and the inequities of racial 
segregation, became accomplished artists and educators.  This exploration of their lives 
and work is presented against a backdrop of a segregated Washington, D.C. where, 
denied the same access and opportunities as their white colleagues, black artists seized 
educational opportunities, became prominent faculty members of African American 
schools, and established their own venues to exhibit and publish their work. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Freedom Writers: Stories from the Heart 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/8/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: "Freedom Writers: Stories from the Heart" follows idealistic teacher 
Erin Gruwell as she tries to reach 150 at-risk students who were labeled "unteachable." 
It's 1994 and Long Beach, California is a racially divided community filled with drugs, 
gang warfare and homicides. Inside the classroom, Gruwell encounters hostility, 
indifference and racial divisions between students. The struggle and strife on the streets 
has carried into the school halls. Refusing to give up, Gruwell uses relevant literature 



and media to compare their reality in urban America to the worst examples throughout 
history of man's inhumanity to man. 

 
Category:  Education 
Title: Sweet Dillard 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/11/20, 3pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: SWEET DILLARD chronicles a year in the life of the Dillard Center for 
the Arts Jazz Ensemble, an inspiring high school jazz band in Broward County, Florida. 
Ulysses, a keyboardist who lost his father at a young age; Chris, who once stole cars 
and sold drugs before breaking away from his pill-addicted mother; and the rest of the 
band follow their no-nonsense bandleader, Christopher Dorsey, to New York City for the 
national championships, determined to make their families and South Florida proud. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Chavis Chronicles 102 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/13/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Dr. Chavis is joined by two esteemed guests in this week’s episode. 
Dr. Glenda Baskin Glover, President of Tennessee State University (TSU), a Historically 
Black College and University (HBCU), and the International President of the Alpha 
Kappa Alpha (AKA) Sorority, Inc. the oldest Greek-letter organization established by 
African-American college women, with nearly 300,000 members and over 1000 
chapters all over the world.  In this climate of increasing urban turmoil, unrest and police 
shootings of African Americans, Dr. Glover offers TCC viewers insight about the 
renewed urgency and importance of HBCUs, as well as the influence that the African 
American Greek-letter organizations (namely the AKAs) will have on the upcoming 2020 
election. Wayne A. I. Frederick, M.D. is president of HBCU Howard University in 
Washington DC., and also a practicing surgeon. As the leader of one of the oldest and 
most renowned HBCUs, Dr. Frederick reveals his insight regarding the impact of 
George Floyd’s death, the protests it led to across the world, and the continuing pattern 
of systemic racism in the U.S.  Dr. Frederick’s words about the African American 
experience feel more urgent than ever.  He also discusses how his career as a surgeon 
has influenced his work as an educator, administrator and champion of underserved 
communities, and why he believes we may be on the cusp of the next “golden 
generation.” 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Dunbar: The Alchemy of Achievement 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/31/20, 7:30pm 



Format: Documentary 
Description: Dunbar High School in Washington D.C. is one of the oldest black high 
schools in America.  Dunbar, which officially opened in 1916, emerged as a trio of 
prominent schools that sprung out of the Preparatory School For Colored Youth, which 
first opened its doors in 1870.Dunbar is noted for producing some of the top African-
American educators, doctors, scholars, politicians and business entrepreneurs in the 
country.  Six of its alumni are featured on U.S. postage stamps for their lasting legacies.  
Dunbar students received rigorous training that helped them excel in almost every field.  
Their education didn’t stop at Dunbar, as many of its graduates went on to college. In 
1950,80 percent of its students attended college.  By the 1980s, that number had 
dwindled as Dunbar, like many urban schools, was affected by desegregation, 
economics and changing demographics, which hindered its ability to retain its prominent 
status.  In 2013, a new Dunbar High School was built.  Today, Dunbar is working to 
regain its stellar reputation.  Perhaps it can learn lessons from its past.  And just how 
did Dunbar produce such elite alumni! The answers are explored in the documentary, 
Dunbar High School, The Alchemy of Achievement. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: More Than Just the Music 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 11/1/20, 9am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: The Lincoln High School Concert Choir of Thief River Falls, Minnesota, 
addresses social issues like diversity and humanitarianism through music, dance, art, 
and poetry in their spring show. In this documentary, vocal director Darcy Reese unveils 
the hard work and dedication that is required to become a successful choir while 
encouraging students to challenge barriers and respect others. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Story in the Public Square 511 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/4/20, 11/30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Racism, social inequality, and urban policy impact the lives of young 
Americans in a variety of ways, including in the nation’s public-school system. Eve 
Ewing explores these issues in her art and her scholarship. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Story in the Public Square 507 
Length: 30 minutes Airdate:  
Format: 10/7/20, 11:30pm 



Description: If you grew up in a household that prized reading, you probably recall a 
book in childhood that shaped your view of the world. Candace Fleming is a children’s 
book author who educates young readers with works of fiction and non-fiction, alike. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Amanpour and Company 3104 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 11/24/20, 9:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Christiane speaks with Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby about 
the importance of the UK maintaining its international aid commitments. She also 
speaks with Bard College President Leon Botstein about how the college has extended 
education opportunities to both disadvantaged youth and inmates. Walter Isaacson 
speaks with WIRED editor-in-chief Nicholas Thompson about misinformation. 

 
Category:  Education 
Title: Blackademics Television 702 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/23/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: School Police: safety or safety hazard? Muslim youth in schools. Black 
resistance in Brazil. Talks by Courtney Robinson, Thea Abu El-Haj, and Daniela 
Gomes. 

 
Category:        Health/Health Care 
 
Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Oceans of Pink 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/3/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Oceans of Pink is an inspirational one-hour documentary that 
highlights the explosive growth of dragon boat racing among breast cancer survivors 
globally, and the growing participation in the sport among Hispanic women. The film 
follows the efforts of Miami boat leader and breast cancer survivor Kim Bonomo to 
expand the movement with new teams throughout Florida and her campaign to make 
the state the host of the Fourth International Participatory Dragon Boat Festival. It's an 
emotional journey that tells the stories of several Latina women whose struggles with 
the disease became more desperate because of their advanced-stage diagnosis. Their 
stories speak to a widespread problem in the Hispanic population: women tend to seek 
breast scans much later than other groups, preventing early detection. The stories in 
OCEANS OF PINK build to the international race event in Sarasota, Fla., the first of its 
kind in the United States. Thousands of survivors from around the globe celebrate the 



sisterhood of dragon boaters, who have found a community of support that is helping 
women overcome the challenges of cancer. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Re-Evolution: Salud 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/9/20, 6:30am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: RE-EVOLUTION: SALUD is part of filmmaker Cray Novick's ongoing, 
thoughtful look at Cuba and its culture. This special focuses on Cuba's unique 
management of health and agricultural resources, and how development in these areas 
could highlight possible solutions to global challenges. The program follows a Cuban 
doctor and nurse on home visits to see how Cubans access healthcare, while a focus 
on biomedical technology in the country reveals how the ongoing U.S. embargo has 
impacted distribution of medicines that have promise in helping with symptoms of 
diabetes. The half-hour film also visits Escuela Latinoamericana de Medicina (ELAM) in 
Havana, one of the world's largest schools of medicine, where international students 
compare their experiences between Cuba and their home countries. Finally, RE-
EVOLUTION: SALUD explores green medicine and agriculture via a farmer attempting 
to balance sustainable practices and the needs of his workers. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein #606 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/7/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: A well-rounded approach to drug addiction treats the brain's rewards 
center, memory center, reasoning center and motivational center and addresses a 
patient's underlying mental health disorder. Leading expert Dr. Lloyd Sederer, M.D., 
Distinguished Psychiatric Advisor to the New York State Office of Mental Health and 
author of The Addiction Solution explains this holistic way of treating chemical 
dependency, the role of the patient's family, and new developments in non-addictive 
pain medication. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Gzero World with Ian Bremmer 314 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/8/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Guest: Kyriakos Mitsotakis, Prime Minister of Greece. When the 
coronavirus came to Greece, the country was only beginning to emerge from a 



decades-long financial crisis that had brought it to its knees and citizens feared the 
worst. Instead, the country responded swiftly and has kept cases down. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Chavis Chronicles 101 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/6/20, 7:30pm; 10/8/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: As the national Black Lives Matter protest continues to shine a light on 
what it calls systemic racism and police brutality, combined with the disproportionate 
impact of the coronavirus on communities of color, this episode of The Chavis 
Chronicles goes in-depth to reveal how policing, politics and the pandemic are forcing a 
major paradigm shift in American culture. Guests include: Major Neill Franklin, 
Executive Director of the Law Enforcement Action Partnership (LEAP); Representative 
James E. Clyburn (D- SC), Majority Whip, the third-ranking Democrat in the United 
States House of Representatives and currently serving as the Chairman of the House 
Select Committee on the Coronavirus Crisis 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Youth Voices & Covid-19 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/9/20, 8pm; 10/11/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: This program addresses issues related to Covid-19 and the impact it 
has on youth and young adults.  

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Spillover - Zika, Ebola & Beyond 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/9/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Investigate the rise of spillover viruses like Zika, Ebola and Nipah, that 
can make the leap from animals to humans. Find out how human behaviors spread 
diseases and what science can do to anticipate and prevent epidemics around the 
world. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Gzero World with Ian Bremmer 315 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/15/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 



Description: Guest: Filippo Grandi, United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees. When the pandemic hit, refugees braced for the worst. And while it hasn't 
turned out to be the public health crises they feared, UN Refugee High Commissioner 
Filippo Grandi (who contracted the virus himself) says it's been disastrous all the same. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Healed: Music, Medicine and Life with MS 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/11/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Renowned cornet virtuoso Jim Klages was at the height of his career, 
having achieved his dream as soloist for the elite "President's Own" U.S. Marine Band 
in Washington D.C. But when the happily married family man noticed a strange tingling 
in his arm and nearly dropped his cornet, everything began to change. The diagnosis: 
multiple sclerosis. What followed was a series of hardships that would test even the 
most indomitable spirit - the end of a career, a marriage stressed to the breaking point, 
and the loss of his home and financial security. As Jim's health continued to deteriorate, 
he was faced with his ultimate challenge: finding his way back to the art that had once 
sustained him. Jim persevered, determined to heal himself through composing and 
teaching. Through verite and archival footage, interviews, and music recordings, Healed 
illuminates the ways in which the creative spirit adapts not only to survive, but to thrive. 
Featuring Wynton Marsalis, "The President's Own" U.S. Marine Band, and research 
experts from the National Institutes of Health and the University of Southern California. 
Healed takes viewers into one artist's world of infirmity, hope and determination. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Orchestrating Change 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 10/11/20, 11am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: ORCHESTRATING CHANGE tells the inspiring story of the Me 2 
Orchestra, the only classical music organization in the world created by and for people 
with mental illness. One concert at a time, across New England, the orchestra is 
combating stigmas about mental illness, dispelling stereotypes and demonstrating what 
people with mental illness can accomplish while working together. 

 

 

 

 

 



Category:        Minorities/Civil Rights 
 
 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: PBS Kids Talk About: Race and Racism 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/10/20, 8:30am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Hosted by inaugural National Youth Poet Laureate, Amanda Gorman, 
this half-hour program features authentic conversations between real children and their 
parents and includes content from DANIEL TIGER'S NEIGHBORHOOD, ARTHUR, and 
XAVIER RIDDLE AND THE SECRET MUSEUM. The show looks at race and racial 
justice-related topics in an age-appropriate way and offers viewers ideas to build on as 
they continue these important conversations at home. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Latino Americans 102 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/4/20, 3pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: See how the American population is reshaped by Latino immigration 
starting in 1880 and continuing into the 1940s: Cubans, Mexicans and Puerto Ricans 
begin arriving in the U.S. and start to build communities in South Florida, Los Angeles 
and New York. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Latino Americans 106 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/4/20, 7pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Examine the past 30 years, as a second wave of Cubans and 
hundreds of thousands Salvadorans, Nicaraguans and Guatemalans flee to the U.S., 
creating a debate over undocumented immigrants that leads to calls for tightened 
borders, English-only laws and efforts to brand the undocumented as a drain on public 
resources. Simultaneously, the Latino influence is booming in business, sports, media, 
politics and entertainment. Latino Americans become the largest and youngest growing 
sector of the American population. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Frontline 3904 Policing the Police 2020 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/4/20, 8pm 



Format: Documentary 
Description: Race, policing, and the struggle to hold departments accountable. In 
the wake of George Floyd's killing, New Yorker writer Jelani Cobb examines prospects 
for reform, and returns to the case of one troubled department he first visited in 2016. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Rising from the Rails: The Story of the Pullman Porter 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/5/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Rising From the Rails: The Story Of the Pullman Porter explores the 
little-known history of the African American men hired to work on railroad sleeping cars 
beginning in the late 1860s. Serving wealthy, white passengers in the golden age of rail 
travel, the Pullman Porters carried labor organizing skills, civil rights ideals, and 
elements of black culture - such as jazz and blues - across the country. As trailblazers 
in the struggle for African American self-sufficiency, the Pullman Porters inspired future 
generations of independent black leaders, including their own future descendants. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Fannie Lou Hamer: Stand Up 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/6/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: The documentary Fannie Lou Hamer: Stand Up examines the life of 
civil rights legend Fannie Lou Hamer, offering first-hand accounts by those who knew 
her and worked side by side with her in the struggle for voting rights. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Chavis Chronicles 101 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/6/20, 7:30pm; 10/8/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: As the national Black Lives Matter protest continues to shine a light on 
what it calls systemic racism and police brutality, combined with the disproportionate 
impact of the coronavirus on communities of color, this episode of The Chavis 
Chronicles goes in-depth to reveal how policing, politics and the pandemic are forcing a 
major paradigm shift in American culture. Guests include: Major Neill Franklin, 
Executive Director of the Law Enforcement Action Partnership (LEAP); Representative 
James E. Clyburn (D- SC), Majority Whip, the third-ranking Democrat in the United 
States House of Representatives and currently serving as the Chairman of the House 
Select Committee on the Coronavirus Crisis 



 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Latino Vote: Dispatches from the Battleground 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/17/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Get an inside look at the high-stakes effort to get out the Latino vote in 
this year's election. Political candidates are focused on maximizing turnout and support 
from Latinos, poised to be the largest non-white voting bloc. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Driving While Black: Race, Space and Mobility in America 
Length: 2 hours 
Airdate: 10/23, 8pm; 10/24/20, 11am; 10/25/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: This documentary chronicles the history of African Americans on the 
road from the 1930s to the late 1960s -- a crucial and transformative period in American 
racial, cultural, and social history. 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Reconstruction: America After the Civil War #101 
Length: 2.5 hours 
Airdate: 11/15/20, 3pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Experience the aftermath of the Civil War - a bewildering, exhilarating 
and terrifying time. For African Americans, despite their hard-won freedom, support for 
their social, economic and political gains did not last. 

 
Category:        Poverty/Hunger 
 
 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Laura Flanders Show 104 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/6/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Nearly 40 million Americans live in poverty, making less than $26,200 
a year for a family of four. Their stories and their struggles, however, are rarely 
represented in the mainstream media. If we want to end poverty in the U.S., we need to 
hear from those who experience it. We hear about the Economic Hardship Reporting 
Project and the work it's doing to empower reporting on poverty. 



 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Amanpour and Company 3077 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/16/20, 9:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Professor Mariana Mazzucato discusses the pandemic’s economic 
devastation across the world. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: PBS NewsHour Weekend 
Length: 8 minutes 
Airdate: 10/17/20, 7pm 
Format: News 
Description: When COVID-19 hit Dayton, in Southwest Ohio, the city slashed its 
budget by millions of dollars, furloughed workers, and is still facing a budget gap despite 
millions in aid from the federal CARES Act. In the first of a series of two reports from 
cities in Ohio, Hari Sreenivasan travels to Dayton, which was still in the process of 
recovering from the Great Recession more than a decade ago. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Chavis Chronicles 103 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/20/20, 7:30pm; 10/22/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: In this episode, veteran civil rights activist and Congresswoman 
Eleanor Holmes Norton reflects on the intersection of the Black Lives Matter movement 
and the three great civil rights acts of the 1960's. Despite those changes, 
Congresswoman Norton says the vestiges of racism remains embedded in American 
life. Yet she believes this new, young multicultural generation sees race differently and 
will demand greater change, just as social justice crusaders fought for over 60 years 
ago. Also, The Honorable Chokwe Antar Lumumba is making it his mission to transform 
the city of Jackson, Mississippi into "the most radical city on the planet." Jackson is a 
city with a rich American history, but it's also plagued by persistent poverty, health 
disparities, confederate symbols and generations of racist sentiments. By advocating for 
social and economic change, Mayor Lumumba is determined to transform this 85% 
African American city into a model of economic optimism. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Laura Flanders Show 106 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/20/20, 11:30pm 



Format: Discussion 
Description: The strength of the U.S. economy is often at the center of debate 
during an election season. But whether the economy is good or bad, there is no denying 
that America's economy is neither democratic nor good for the planet. Is this inevitable, 
or is it possible to build a greener and more just economy? In this episode of The Laura 
Flanders Show, Marjorie Kelly and Ted Howard of the Democracy Collaborative talk 
about their new book The Making of a Democratic Economy and explain what steps we 
need to take in order to create an economy that works for everyone. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Laura Flanders Show 107 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/27/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Two forms of government have dominated in the west over the last 
hundred years. In one big power is vested in the state, the government; in the other, 
policy is dominated by the influence of big industry, big corporations or big money. A 
hundred years after the Russian revolution, and ten years after the financial crash, it's 
clear that neither of those models has delivered on a promise of shared prosperity. 
More and more people around the world are beginning to ask if there might be any 
alternatives In Preston, England, a formerly industrial city and the birthplace of the 
industrial revolution in many ways, they've seen and suffered ten years of austerity. 
Now, partly out of need and partly out of aspiration, they're experimenting with a new 
model. They're calling it the Preston model of community wealth building, and it's 
inspired by a model in another formerly industrialized city: Cleveland, Ohio, where the 
Evergreen Cooperative model was implemented. This week on The Laura Flanders 
Show, we take a look at a transatlantic experiment in cooperative community wealth 
building. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Kamla Show from Silicon Valley 406 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/2/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Miku Jha is the founder and CEO of AgShift, a startup that uses 
artificial intelligence and big data to help analyze and grade the quality of food products 
like strawberries, cashew nuts and other food items. Miku studied engineering and 
worked for a couple of large corporations and co-founded a couple of companies before 
AgShift. How & why did she make the shift from working for tech companies to working 
in the food and agriculture space? What lessons did she learn from her father, who was 
an engineer turned entrepreneur? 

 



Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein 611 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/11/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Nearly a quarter of the nation's homeless population suffer from an 
untreated or under treated psychiatric condition. Leading advocates Tod Lipka CEO of 
Step Up, and Philip Mangano, president and CEO of the American Round Table to 
Abolish Homelessness and former "homeless czar" under two U.S. presidents, discuss 
the latest research, innovation and new strategies to make mental health services a 
priority in solving the larger issue of homelessness. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Rubi: A Daca Dreamer in Trump's America 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/18/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Rubi: A DACA Dreamer in Trump's America is a documentary that tells 
the story of how the current immigration crisis in the United States has imperiled the 
lives and aspirations of more than 800,000 young adults now registered under DACA. 
The film documents the nation's most recent resurgence of anti-immigration bigotry and 
violence through the experiences of a young woman, Rubi, who must navigate the costs 
associated with failed immigration policies and the dehumanization of bodies reduced to 
exchangeable commodities under neoliberal economic flows. Rubi is an intimate true-
life portrait of 22-year old Rubi, an undocumented Mexican-American DACA Dreamer. 
In revealing interviews filmed over three years, Rubi and her parents (also 
undocumented) recount their family's harrowing immigration story and detail why they 
came to the United States with their then-7-year-old daughter. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Great Conversations 503 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 11/28/20, 11am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Georgia's 5th Congressional District Representative and an American 
icon, John Lewis has witnessed history in the making and made history himself as one 
of the key figures of the Civil Rights Movement. Now, to share his remarkable story with 
new generations, Lewis is turning to the graphic novel format, with March. 

 

 

 



Category:        Women 
 
Category:  Women 
Title: Oceans of Pink 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/3/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Oceans of Pink is an inspirational one-hour documentary that 
highlights the explosive growth of dragon boat racing among breast cancer survivors 
globally, and the growing participation in the sport among Hispanic women. The film 
follows the efforts of Miami boat leader and breast cancer survivor Kim Bonomo to 
expand the movement with new teams throughout Florida and her campaign to make 
the state the host of the Fourth International Participatory Dragon Boat Festival. It's an 
emotional journey that tells the stories of several Latina women whose struggles with 
the disease became more desperate because of their advanced-stage diagnosis. Their 
stories speak to a widespread problem in the Hispanic population: women tend to seek 
breast scans much later than other groups, preventing early detection. The stories in 
OCEANS OF PINK build to the international race event in Sarasota, Fla., the first of its 
kind in the United States. Thousands of survivors from around the globe celebrate the 
sisterhood of dragon boaters, who have found a community of support that is helping 
women overcome the challenges of cancer. 

 

Category:  Women 
Title: Forgotten Fame: The Marion Miley Story 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/3/20, 11am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Although professional athletics were deemed improper for women in 
the 1930s, trailblazing golfer Marion Miley's exceptional talent and winning personality 
captivated sports fans across the country. But at age 27, Marion was tragically 
murdered in her home at the Lexington Country Club in Kentucky. FORGOTTEN FAME: 
THE MARION MILEY STORY tells the story of the headline-grabbing crime that cut 
short the life of this pioneering athlete. 

Category:  Women 
Title: Game On: Women Can Coach 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/3/20, 12pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: While there has been an explosion of women participating in athletics 
since Title IX, only about 40% of them are currently coached by women. When Title IX 
was enacted that number was 90%. 

 

 



Category:  Women 
Title: Fannie Lou Hamer: Stand Up 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/6/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: The documentary Fannie Lou Hamer: Stand Up examines the life of 
civil rights legend Fannie Lou Hamer, offering first-hand accounts by those who knew 
her and worked side by side with her in the struggle for voting rights. 

 

Category:  Women 
Title: Kindred Spirits: Artists Hilda Wilkinson Brown and Lilian Thomas 

Burwell 
Title: Kindred Spirits 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/10/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Kindred Spirits: Artists Hilda Wilkinson Brown and Lilian Thomas 
Burwell captures the unique relationship and careers of an African American aunt and 
niece who, despite the hardships of the Great Depression and the inequities of racial 
segregation, became accomplished artists and educators.  This exploration of their lives 
and work is presented against a backdrop of a segregated Washington, D.C. where, 
denied the same access and opportunities as their white colleagues, black artists seized 
educational opportunities, became prominent faculty members of African American 
schools, and established their own venues to exhibit and publish their work. 

 

Category:  Women 
Title: Seat at the Table 101 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/8/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Hosts Denene Millner, Monica Pearson, and Christine White are joined 
by Georgia State Sociologist, Katie Acosta to discuss how women of color navigate the 
workplace. From microaggressions and stereotypes to code switching, we break down 
the nuances of what it means to be a black woman at work. 

 

Category:  Women 
Title: To the Contrary 2932 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/10/20, 6:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Women & The Economy: One in four women are considering leaving 
the workforce or downshifting careers. VP Debate: Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA) and Vice 



President Mike Pence go toe-to-toe. PANEL: Fmr. Rep. Donna Edwards (D-MD), Ann 
Stone, Linda Chavez, Debra Carnahan. 

 

Category:  Women 
Title: To the Contrary 2934 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/24/20, 6:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: We speak with Woman Thought Leader Seyward Darby on white 
nationalism. In her recent book Sisters in Hate, Darby discusses how women on the 'alt-
right' have reacted due to the election of President Trump. After interviewing several 
women based on extremism, could this new movement be similar to the Ku Klux Klan's? 
We take a look. 

 

Category:  Women 
Title: Not Done: Women Remaking America 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 11/4/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Not Done: Women Remaking American chronicles the seismic eruption 
of women's energy and anger in the last five years, and examines the re-energized, 
intersectional fight for equality. The film picks up where the MAKERS series left off in 
2014, capturing this rich period in recent history- from Black Lives Matter to #MeToo to 
the US Women's Soccer team's fight for equal pay and much more- taking the measure 
of how much has changed and why. This story is told collectively: through the firsthand 
experiences and narratives of prominent and everyday women who are remaking 
culture, politics, and most radically, our notions about gender. 

 
Category:  Women 
Title: Her Voice Carries 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 11/5/20, 12pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: HER VOICE CARRIES shares the stories of five quietly heroic women, 
told through their own words and the street art of international mural artist Sarah 
Rutherford. The film chronicles Sarah's unique creative idea: to identify ordinary-yet-
extraordinary women whose voices are inspiring and uplifting, and create large-scale 
murals representing each woman and her experiences. The intent is to celebrate 
different women from diverse communities and to paint their portraits in neighborhoods 
outside the ones they call home. By some measures, these women are from one of the 
hardest hit areas in the nation-Rochester, New York, a city facing serious challenges 
related to concentrated poverty. What the statistics don't reveal is the often-unknown 
work of women in these communities to create safe and stable spaces inside the chaos. 



This film captures how these community builders - in the time of #MeToo - are using 
their voices to empower and call attention to social issues impacting the women in their 
communities, including sexual harassment and domestic violence, gender identity, race 
relations and immigration. 

 
Category:        Youth 
 
Category:  Youth 
Title: Children of Hope 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/1/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Oklahoma is the number one state in the nation for incarceration of 
men, women, and children. It's number fifty in its spending on education. The costs of 
imprisoning people are impoverishing the futures of all the children of Oklahoma and the 
state itself. But the costs go far beyond the financial. Three out of four children with 
incarcerated parents are headed to prison themselves, in a terrible generational cycle of 
imprisonment. This documentary confronts that problem head on, as told by the children 
and parents swept up in this crisis without end. It also highlights the people and the 
programs out on the front lines trying to save these children from the fate of their 
parents and a life behind bars. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: PBS Kids Talk About: Race and Racism 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/10/20, 8:30am; 10/11/20, 6:30am; 10/12/20, 4pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Hosted by inaugural National Youth Poet Laureate, Amanda Gorman, 
this half-hour program features authentic conversations between real children and their 
parents and includes content from DANIEL TIGER'S NEIGHBORHOOD, ARTHUR, and 
XAVIER RIDDLE AND THE SECRET MUSEUM. The show looks at race and racial 
justice-related topics in an age-appropriate way and offers viewers ideas to build on as 
they continue these important conversations at home. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: POV 3309 In My Blood It Runs 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/8/20, 8pm; 10/10/20, 11pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Peek into the life of Dujuan, a 10-year-old Aboriginal boy. Dujuan is a 
child-healer and a good hunter and speaks three languages. But he is failing in school 
and facing increasing scrutiny from welfare authorities and the police. 



 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Youth Voices & Covid-19 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/9/20, 8pm; 10/11/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: This program addresses issues related to Covid-19 and the impact it 
has on youth and young adults.  

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: POV 3311 The Infiltrators 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 10/24/20, 10pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: This documentary is the true story of two young immigrants who get 
purposefully arrested by Border Patrol and put in a shadowy for-profit detention center. 
The film follows Marco and Viri, members of a group of radical Dreamers who are on a 
mission to stop deportations. And the best place to stop deportations, they believe, is in 
detention.  

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Dream with Me 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/25/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Saba is one of the more than 800,000 "Dreamers" who took advantage 
of the DACA program in 2012. Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, an Obama era 
program, provided some temporary protections to undocumented immigrants who 
entered the country as children. In 2017, the Trump administration made the decision to 
rescind DACA. With her immigration status once again in limbo, Saba must now face a 
new set of challenges. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Thank You for the Challenge: The 10th Quadrennial International Violin 

Competition of Indianapolis 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 10/11/20, 1pm; 10/31/20, 4am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Every four years, forty of the world's most talented young violinists are 
invited to Indianapolis, Ind., for the musical challenge of a lifetime. Known by musicians 
around the world as simply "The Indianapolis," the International Violin Competition of 



Indianapolis is considered the Olympics of the violin. Thank You for The Challenge: The 
10th Quadrennial International Violin Competition Of Indianapolis documents the 
sixteen days of competition, which include more than 60 performances by the young 
violinists. Semi-finalists must also tackle an original, commissioned piece that tests their 
improvisational skills. Throughout the program, viewers have a front-row seat as the 
young violinists compete for top honors and get a backstage pass to meet an elite group 
of inspiring musicians. The competition concludes as the final six violinists perform a 
concerto with the acclaimed Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: More Than Just the Music 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 11/1/20, 9am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: The Lincoln High School Concert Choir of Thief River Falls, Minnesota, 
addresses social issues like diversity and humanitarianism through music, dance, art, 
and poetry in their spring show. In this documentary, vocal director Darcy Reese unveils 
the hard work and dedication that is required to become a successful choir while 
encouraging students to challenge barriers and respect others. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein 608 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 10/21/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: New perspectives on the juvenile justice system aim to rehabilitate 
rather than punish at risk youth who are often suffering from undiagnosed mental health 
issues. Leading expert Dr. Altha J. Stewart, M.D., psychiatrist and director of the Center 
for Health in Justice Involved Youth in the College of Medicine at the University of 
Tennessee Health Science Center and Past President, The American Psychiatric 
Association, discusses the work being done to change the paradigm by involving 
parents, schools and the community to be proactive and positive in their approach to 
disciplinary problems and patterns that might lead to criminal behavior. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Story in the Public Square 511 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 11/4/20, 11/30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Racism, social inequality, and urban policy impact the lives of young 
Americans in a variety of ways, including in the nation’s public-school system. Eve 
Ewing explores these issues in her art and her scholarship. 


